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By JEN KING

NEW YORK – As technology redefines what it means to compete, brands will need to have
a scientific understanding of the factors that lead to success in consumer experiences,
according to a principal analyst June 24 at Forrester’s Forum for Customer Experience
Professionals East: “Why Good Is Not Good Enough.”

During “The making of a great customer experience” keynote, the principal analyst shared
data and tips from Forrester’s 2014 CXi research report. The report looks at how consumer
experiences are judged and is meant to help brands understand what it means to compete
at an elite level in 2014.

“You’re in the race and you want to win,” said Megan Burns, vice president, principal
analyst at Forrester Research, Cambridge, MA. “If you want to win, you need a scientific
understanding of what leads to world class performance.

“We define customer experience as how customers perceive their interactions with a
company,” she said.

“Unfortunately, it is  not that simple -- not all perceptions matter the same way.”
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Olympians of consumer experiences
Ms. Burns opened her keynote by explaining that technology is altering the way in which
brands compete against one another. To break down this concept, she referenced
Olympic swimmer Michael Phelps, winner of 22 gold medals in the Beijing Olympics in
2008.

Although winning gold medals may not apply to the aspirations of brands, the notion that
Mr. Phelps, to increase his natural ability, relied on technology as a tool to spur success
transfers across industries. Mr. Phelps worked with swimwear maker Speedo and NASA to
create a swimsuit that would reduce resistance in the water, thus setting the bar higher for
the 2012 Olympians due to technological advances.

The same can be said for consumer experiences that are measured via technologies such
as geolocators and beacons. By analyzing parts of a branded experience, how
consumers move through a retail space and what consumers purchase, brands will
redefine what it is  to compete.

Brands are using this research to raise the bar on what great consumer experiences look
like. Ms. Burns’ research found that the best type of consumer experience helps to create
brand loyalists.

Forrester's Megan Burns during her presentation

Loyalty is broken down into three sectors: retention, enrichment and advocacy. If the
consumer enjoyed their experience the relationship is likely to be sustained via retention
loyalty, where as enrichment loyalty is judged on if the consumer bought or used a service
not originally intended and advocacy loyalty relies on recommending the brand to peers.

In the research, a handful of drivers continuously popped up across the 17 industries
included in the report. These universal drivers have the ability to boost loyalty through
brand experiences.

Ms. Burns shared that the three universal drivers in loyalty and consumer experiences
included making consumers feel valued, resolving consumer problems quickly and
talking to consumers in plain language.

In the wireless realm, a fourth driver suggested that a Web site must be easily read and
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understood to maintain retention.

For example, Berkshire Hathaway’s NetJets hoped to pique the interest of readers using
The New York Times’ mobile-optimized Web site with an advertisement that begs to plan a
getaway. But, a click-through lands on NetJets’ Web site, which is not mobile-optimized
causing the consumer to become aggravated with the experience (see story).

Core dimensions
Consumer experience also revolves three core dimensions: effectiveness, ease and
emotion. When an experience hits on all three of these dimensions the consumer sees the
value without difficulty and walks away feeling good.

These three dimensions are seen as critical, according to Ms. Burns, because they
contribute to brand loyalty. The research also suggested that brands across 17 industries
were placing emphasis on the three dimensions in a way that was not conducive to
success.

Many of the brands surveyed for Forrester’s 2014 CXi research report placed effectiveness
before ease and emotion but, as Ms. Burns noted, emotion is a more powerful driver for
brand interaction and consumer experience.

Although the idea of emotion in business may make some brands, depending on the
industry, feel uncomfortable it is  important to understand its value. To bring this point
home to the audience, Ms. Burns cited Dr. Maya Angelou by saying that, “people will forget
what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made
them feel.”

For example, French jeweler Cartier sought to raise consumer emotions for its newly
revamped Paris Nouvelle Vague collection through a series of short films that gave a
different sensation for each product.

The seven, 60-second films each gave an emotion and attitude to a ring in the French
jeweler’s new collection. Showing products through video can help draw emotional
connections from consumers (see story).

Emotional tactics are often executed during the holiday season both in-store and through
digital campaigns, especially in the automotive industry.

For instance, Italian fashion brand Dolce & Gabbana filmed a sentimental family-
oriented social video to debut its new line of women’s watches to appeal to consumers’
holiday mood. Dolce & Gabbana’s video, “Matilde!” featured a young girl as the title
character, hoping to give her mother a special gift for Christmas, a specially designed
Dolce & Gabbana watch (see story).

Triggering a consumer's emotions can result in a loyal relationship that works to maintain
retention.

“How consumers feel about an experience has more impact on their loyalty to the
company than functional aspects like effectiveness and ease in the 17 industries we test,”
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Ms. Burns said.

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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